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APPLICATION NOTE
SIGNAL PROCESSING ASPECTS

This tutorial is applicable to: Toccata Plus™,
Orela® 4500 Series, BelaSigna® 2xx Series
This Application Note details the concepts of WOLA
filterbank processing and the configuration of the WOLA
filterbank coprocessor for any application. For the sake of
consistency, the example of a hearing aid application is used
throughout to demonstrate these concepts. However, the
WOLA filterbank coprocessor can be configured creatively
within it’s constraints to benefit a wide variety of audio and
other applications.

This section introduces the basic signal processing
principles involved in multirate filterbanks. As a starting
point, a simple tree−structured filterbank is described for
didactical purpose, going through basic concepts and
tackling the time−frequency duality in filterbanks. Then, the
complex−modulation filterbank solution is introduced,
showing both the original and the complex−bandpass
structures.
The WOLA filterbank, as integrated in the SignaKlara
architecture, is an efficient realization of the
complex−modulation filterbank, in its complex−bandpass
version. The following sections will describe the structure of
the WOLA filterbank and the design of the filters involved
in the processing. The filter design is an important aspect of
filterbanks.

INTRODUCTION

This tutorial is dedicated to the WOLA filterbank
coprocessor, which is integrated in the SignaKlara® DSP
architecture. The goal of this document is to address the
theoretical aspects of the WOLA filterbank, and describe the
influence of each involved parameter. A good level of
understanding at signal processing level is required in order
for the user to properly select the appropriate filterbank
configuration in a specific application. Providing basic
concepts, extensive examples and illustrations, this text
guides the user in this task. The tutorial is organized in the
following manner:

Multirate Filterbanks: the Tree−Structured
Decomposition, an Introductive Example

In order to set the initial ideas, consider at first the simplest
approach in the filterbank theory, namely the
tree−structured filterbank. A tree−structured filterbank
splits the input time−domain signal into M sub−band signals,
using several cascaded stages of decomposition, as shown
on Figure 1 for M=4.
In the first decomposition stage, the input signal is split in
two time−domain signals, which are the respective results of
a low−pass and a high−pass filtering process. Both filters
have Fs/4 cut−off frequency (half−band filters). After
filtering, decimation can be applied to those two signals,
because their bandwidth is now reduced. Typically,
decimation by factor 2 is performed, setting the sampling
frequency of both signals to Fs’ = Fs/2. Doing so, and
assuming ideal filter characteristics, the sampling frequency
is reduced to its minimum. This is the critically−sampled
situation.
Then, for both sub−bands signals, a new stage of
decomposition can be performed, including half−band
filtering and decimation. In this way, four sub band are
obtained, with sub band signals having sampling

Signal Processing Aspects:

• Multirate filterbanks: the tree−structured
•
•
•

decomposition, an introductive example
Complex−modulation filterbank: original and
complex−bandpass interpretations
Weighted overlap−add implementation: the WOLA
Prototype filter design

Filterbank Design: Playing with the Filterbank Parameters
(Using the MATLAB® WOLA Toolbox)
• Typical hearing−aid configurations (16 bands)
• Configurations with refined frequency resolution
• Overlap−add configurations (short−term discrete fourier
transform)
• Performing FFTs with the WOLA filterbank
• Using special microcodes
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using non−ideal filters. In such a case, a special dependency
between the decomposition and reconstruction filters is to be
satisfied in order that aliasing can be suppressed. Such filters
are called quadrature mirror filters (QMF, [Vai93]). The
decimation/interpolation and filtering processes can be
efficiently performed using polyphase implementations,
saving processing power by a factor of 4.
In practical realizations, blocks of samples are
successively processed, just as shown in Figure 1. It is to be
noted that neither windowing process nor overlapping
between successive input signal blocks is required in a
tree−structured QMF filterbank.

frequencies equal to Fs” = Fs/4. Such cascades can be
repeated several times, and particular tree structures can be
selected, depending on the desired frequency band
resolution. Non−uniform filterbanks can be built as well,
and used in applications like audio or image coding.
In most applications, a dual tree−structure is used to
reconstruct the signal after having performed operations in
the sub bands. The reconstruction tree is dual to the
decomposition tree. It is made of similar cascaded stages, as
shown on Figure 5. Each reconstruction stage performs the
addition of two branches containing interpolation (by factor
2) and low−pass or high−pass filtering, respectively. With
such a structure, perfect reconstruction can be reached even

Figure 1. Example of Tree−structured Filterbank Decomposition
In this particular case, a 16 kHz sampled input signal is considered and successive blocks of eight samples are decomposed into four
uniform sub band signals.

represent what happens when decimation factor is R=2, for
a low−pass and a high−pass spectrum, respectively, using
normalized frequency axis (f ³ 2pf/Fs or w/Fs using
pulsation w).
In order to avoid aliasing after decimation, the bandwidth
of the original signal should not be larger than Fs/2R. Hence,
after expansion by R, the spectrum bandwidth will not be
larger than Fs/2, still satisfying the Nyquist criterion. Ideal
decomposition filters in the tree make sure that such a
condition is satisfied. Unfortunately, with real−life
non−ideal filters, some aliasing is always present, causing
distortions in the signals. Choosing the best filter and
filterbank configuration is the challenge, allowing
minimizing distortions.

Let’s shortly review the effects that decimation and
interpolation respectively produce on the signal spectrum.
Understanding decimation and interpolation is mostly
important, in order to correctly interpret the aliasing
behavior in filterbanks and chose appropriate related
parameters.
The decimation by factor R of a time−domain signal is
actually a “compression in time”, which corresponds to an
expansion in frequency (time−frequency duality). As a
consequence, compared to the original signal spectrum, the
frequency spectrum of the decimated signal is expanded by
factor R (expansion from the origin of the frequency axis).
Fs’−periodic replications of the expanded spectrum are
maintained, as usually for digital signals. Figures 2 and 3
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Figure 2. Original and Expanded Spectra for Decimation Factor R = 2
Situation for a Low−pass Half−band Spectrum
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Figure 3. Input Spectrum and Expanded Spectrum after Decimation
Situation for a High−pass Half−band Spectrum
In this case, the resulting base−band spectrum (in black) is a reversed image of the original high−pass spectrum, produced because of
2pi−periodic replication.

interpolation process totally removes those undesired
images. Unfortunately again, using real−life non−ideal
filters lets part of the images to stay in the spectrum,
producing distortions. Figure 4 represents what happens
when interpolation factor is R=2, showing the images at
every Fs’/R intervals.

The interpolation by factor R corresponds to an expansion
in time. Consequently, the spectrum of the signal gets
compressed by factor R (again from the origin of the
frequency axis). Because the original spectrum had a
periodicity (Fs), this periodicity also gets compressed by R,
producing images of the original spectrum at interval Fs’/R.
If ideal, the reconstruction filter placed after the
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Figure 4. Input Spectrum and Compressed Spectrum after Interpolation
The resulting images, to be further filtered out, are represented in black.

As an illustration of those properties, coming back to our
tree−structured filterbank and assuming perfect half−band
filters, the signal spectra met all along the tree−structure are
illustrated on Figure 5. Interestingly enough, one can
observe that the signals spectra obtained after each
“high−pass filtering plus decimation” processes in the
decomposition tree get flipped, because of the decimation
process (the enlargement of the spectrum makes the
symmetric twain part of it fall down below Fs/2, as shown
also in black in Figure 3). As a consequence, after the second
decomposition stage, the band order in frequency does not
correspond anymore to the band order in the tree.
Tree−structured filterbanks have the advantage of being
tunable as wished in terms of frequency−band arrangement,
but they suffer from two main drawbacks:
• High delay caused by the cascading of several filtering
processes. In the case of uniform structures, this
problem can be compromised, using only one M−band
QMF decomposition stage instead of M cascaded
2−band decomposition stages, as done in MPEG−audio
filterbanks, notably.
• Aliasing problems in particular applications, due to
critical sampling. The consequences of critical

sampling can be observed in : the spectrum images
obtained after interpolation are placed against each
other, and the use of non−ideal filters will undoubtedly
produce aliasing. This aliasing can be cancelled after
reconstruction, thanks to the QMF constrained filters.
However, this is not true if significant changes are
applied to the sub−band signals, before reconstruction.
Those properties make such a critically−sampled
tree−structured filterbank appropriate in applications like
sub band speech coding, when no delay constraints are
required (like in data compression for storage). In such
cases, only quantization is applied in the sub bands, and
nearly perfect reconstruction is still obtained. Furthermore,
critical−sampling reduces the amount of data in each sub
band to be quantized to the minimum.
However, in applications requiring significant
modifications of the sub bands (like gain application in
hearing aid devices, or speech enhancement in
communication devices), a different filterbank structure is
required, with more flexible configuration possibilities for
better management of delay and aliasing properties. The
WOLA belongs to the family of such flexible filterbanks.
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Figure 5. Tree−Structured Filterbank: Signal Spectra in Both Decomposition and Reconstruction Trees, for the
Configuration Example in Figure 1
The frequency expansion of the spectrum caused by time−domain decimation can be noticed in the decomposition tree. Similarly, the
spectrum compression caused by time−domain interpolation is observed in the reconstruction tree, generating images to be removed by
the low−pass or high−pass reconstruction filters.

introductory section: all filterbanks provide time−domain
sub band signals, and the WOLA will do so as well. Those
M time−domain sub−band signals have spectra in respective
sections of the frequency spectrum, corresponding to the
particular frequency sub bands. When performing the
filterbank process on a block−by−block basis, the output

Before moving to this other filterbank structure, let’s
consider again the uniform filterbank of Figure 1, realizing
that the obtained sub band samples are actually
time−domain signals. Effectively, they are just the result of
successive filtering and decimation processes. This is
actually an important message to remember from this

http://onsemi.com
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implementation of a complex−modulation filterbank and
such efficiency tends to make things more difficult to
understand, when looking at the block diagram.

samples obtained in each sub band can be concatenated to
form the filtered audio signal corresponding to this
particular sub band. Since the frequency extent of each sub
band signal is reduced compared to the original full band
signal, the sampling rate of each sub band signal may be
reduced through decimation. In the tree−structured
filterbank given above for instance, the sampling rate in each
sub band corresponds to the original one divided by the
global decimation factor of the branch (which is always four
in the examples shown in figures).
Finally, let’s consider a special case for the input block
length. Still considering the uniform filterbank in Figure 1,
one could choose a shorter input time−domain block of size
4 instead of 8. In this case, for each block, only 1 output
sample instead of 2 would be obtained in each sub band.
Since each individual sample represents the frequency
content of the original signal for each sub band, one could
interpret the M=4 resulting sub band samples as an M−point
time−to−frequency domain transform, being evaluated for
each successive block. This is a totally different
interpretation. Hence, choosing the appropriate block
length, the sub band samples can be interpreted either as
time−domain signals or successive frequency spectra. Both
interpretations will be considered later in this text. In fact,
filterbanks provide both time and frequency domain
information, in a dual way. They perform a parallel
decomposition into (possibly decimated) time−domain sub
band signals. Considering those M sub band signals at the
same time index provides an M−point frequency domain
transform of the input signal.
For now, let’s forget about the transform interpretation
and keep the time−domain approach in mind.

Original Interpretation

In the complex−modulation structure, the time−domain
input signal x(n) is split into N uniform frequency channels
(indexed k=0,...,N−1), arranged between 0 and Fs, that is
between 0 and 2p using normalized frequencies. Each
frequency channel is centered on frequency wk , having
bandwidth wD = 2p/N. shows the procedure used to
decompose (analyze) the input signal x(n) into the k−th
channel signal Xk (m). The same operation is performed for
all k=0,...,N−1 channels. illustrates the reconstruction
(synthesis) steps, reconstituting signal x^( n ) from the N
sub−band components X^ ( m ) . As in the usual filterbank
k
approach, let’s consider Xk (m) as a time−domain sequence
in channel k, m being the index of the time−domain samples.
X^k ( m ) is a processed version of Xk (m).
The terminology “complex−modulation” comes from the
process performed in step 1 (see Figure 6). In fact, the
time−domain input signal x(n) is multiplied by the complex
exponential exp(−jwk n). In the frequency domain, this
multiplication corresponds to a frequency shift of the full
spectrum by −wk , positioning channel k at the origin of the
frequency axis. Examining this operation in more detail, one
realizes that the resulting shifted spectrum is asymmetric
since the point of symmetry is no longer at f=0, as shown on
Figure 8. As a consequence, in the time domain, the signal
becomes complex (real signals always feature symmetric
spectra around f=0, while complex signals do not).
Then, as a second step, a low−pass filter h(n) with cut−off
frequency equal to wD /2 = p/N is applied to the shifted
spectrum, isolating channel k (now centered at the origin) by
removing the N−1 other channels. This filter is the analysis
filter. Finally, in Step 3, decimation by factor R of the filtered
signal is performed, and the signal Xk (m) representing
channel k is obtained, still as a complex signal since its
spectrum is not symmetric around f=0. This is an important
difference compared to tree−structured filterbank, for which
real valued sub bands signals (their spectra are symmetric,
see Figure 5) were obtained after filtering and decimation of
the real time−domain input samples.

Complex−Modulation Filterbanks: Original and
Complex−Bandpass Interpretations

Complex−modulation structures use a totally different
approach than tree−structured filterbanks and are much
more flexible. As the WOLA filterbank belongs to this class,
this section allows the reader to understand its principles,
characteristics, and parameters. Since, the parameters
involved in the following development are the same as those
in the WOLA case, there use will be retained. Actually, it is
easier to understand the effect of those parameters in the
present section, rather than in the WOLA section itself.
Effectively, the WOLA is an extremely efficient
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Figure 6. Complex−modulation Filterbank: Analysis Steps for one Particular Channel k

Figure 7. Complex−Modulation Filterbank: Synthesis Steps for one Particular Channel k

provide N channels, covering the full frequency range from
0 to Fs (or 2p). This means that complex input data could be
processed as well. The WOLA has a stereo mode that takes
advantage of this property by packing two audio input
channels together and treating it as complex data. For clarity
and simplicity however, we will assume only real values are
used, and the second part of the spectrum is the
complex−conjugate of the first half. In this text, the
following terminology convention is adopted: N channels

Another difference to be mentioned, comparing both
filterbank structures, is the number of resulting sub−bands
or channels, after decomposition. In the previous section, the
M sub bands resulting from a uniform tree−structured
decomposition were distributed between 0 and the Nyquist
frequency Fs/2. No information about frequencies higher
than Fs/2 (that is p) was provided. Assuming real input
signals, this was not a problem because of the spectrum
symmetry. Conversely, complex−modulation filterbanks
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are considered between 0 and Fs (or between 0 and 2p using
normalized frequencies), while N/2 bands or sub bands are
considered in the range [0, Fs/2].
Before shift

After shift
Channel k

-p

0 ωk

p

-p

0

p

Figure 8. The Complex−Modulation (Multiplication of the Time−Domain Signal with exp(−jwkn) is Equivalent to a
Shift of the Frequency Spectrum Consequence: No Spectrum Symmetry at f = 0 is Complex Signal in Time

reconstruction) is possible. Basically, aliasing is produced in
two ways:
• Aliasing at analysis is caused by the non−ideal
characteristics of h(n). Some components of all the
other−channels stay present in the k−th channel,
because of lack of filter sharpness and non−ideal
stop−band profile (ripples). When decimation is
performed, those remaining components from all other
channels are aliased in the k−th channel.
• Imaging at synthesis is caused by the non−ideal
characteristics of f(n). As a consequence, some parts of
the interpolation images of the k−th channel persist, and
will be added to all other channels because of lack of
sharpness and significant ripples. Among the remaining
images of the k−th channel, the ones near channel k
have a higher level.
Considering the paragraphs above, and looking at
Figures 6 and 7, the following major parameters can be
identified in the complex−modulation filterbank:
• Number of channels N (or number of frequency bands
N/2)
• Decimation factor R in the filterbank
• Analysis filter h(n) of length La
• Synthesis filter f(n) of length Ls (= La/ DF)
The choice, and influence of those parameters is the key
point in the filterbank design, having consequences on the
amount of aliasing, the group delay, the calculation load and,
of course, the frequency band resolution. As ideal filters
only exist on paper, trade−offs will have to be performed in
order to keep the unavoidable aliasing inaudible. All those
parameters will be discussed in details later in this text,
based on examples. As a first contact, it can be observed
from Figures 6 and 7 that:
• Increasing the number of channels N means reducing
the widths wD = 2p/N of the channels. As a
consequence, if the same amount of channel crossover
is to be maintained, sharper (that is longer) filters are
required. This is particularly important when different
processing is to be applied in adjacent channels. The
analysis filter is especially concerned, even if a sharper

At reconstruction (Figure 7), the steps are performed in
reverse. For each channel k, X^ ( m ) is first interpolated,
k
producing images at intervals 2p/R. Then, a low−pass filter
f(n), the synthesis filter, is applied in order to remove those
images. The passband to be preserved is wD/2 which is p/N.
The first image occurs at frequency 2p/R − p/N. When the
decimation factor R is smaller than the number of channels
N (an oversampled situation), the specifications for this
reconstruction filter are somewhat relaxed because of the
gap between the required passband and the first image (see
Figure 7). The synthesis filter may be made identical to the
analysis filter and indeed this choice minimizes the
distortion due to imaging. However, in many filterbank
configurations, adequate image rejection is possible with
much lower delay taking advantage of the relaxed
specifications choosing its order to be much lower. In such
cases, and if using FIR filters, the impulse response of the
synthesis filter could be shortened by simply using a
decimated version (by DF) of the analysis filter impulse
response. It should be noted that DF is merely a notational
convenience and has no link with the decimation factor R of
the filterbank. As the WOLA implementation will only
support FIR filters, the following lines will assume FIR
filters. Finally, as a third step, the channel is shifted back to
its original position wk, using a complex modulation. After
performing those three steps for every channel, the
re−synthesized signal is obtained, adding all N components.
Using examples, the Annex 1 of this document illustrates the
whole analysis and synthesis process of the
complex−modulated filterbank. The spectra are shown at
each step, allowing to better understand what happens to the
signal going through the filterbank.
Compared to the tree−structured solution, the
complex−modulation filterbank is much more flexible. In
fact, the decimation factor R can be selected as desired in the
range R=1 (undecimated) to R=N (critically−sampled),
independently of the number of frequency channels N. As a
consequence, the amount of aliasing can be better controlled
and compromised with the filter sharpness. A compromise
between aliasing rejection in the frequency domain
(channels) and imaging rejection in the time−domain (after
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•

•

•

synthesis filter will also contribute to improve quality,
by further removing some remaining out−of channel
components.
Increasing the decimation factor R, while keeping the
same number of channels N, moves the interpolated
images closer to each other (Figure 7). As a
consequence, the synthesis filter must be sharper
(longer) in order to keep the same level of image
rejection. Usually, an additional parameter is defined to
represent the closeness of the interpolation images in
Figure 7. This parameter is called the oversampling
factor (OS), and is defined as OS = N/R. Increasing N,
when OS is not changed (that is also increasing the
decimation factor R) maintains the same separation
between the interpolation images, and consequently, the
same aliasing properties at synthesis. It should be noted
that increasing OS increases the calculation load.
Increasing the length La of the analysis filter, or the
length Ls of the synthesis filter increases the quality,
but also the delay in the filterbank. Effectively, the
delay associated for a symmetric FIR filter of length L
is L/2. The calculation load is also increased.
As noted above when OS is greater than 1 (that is
N>R), decreasing the length Ls of the synthesis filter
compared to the analysis filter is possible. This reduces
both group delay and calculation load but decreases the
image rejection capability. Using a synthesis filter of
length Ls = La / DF is generally possible, applying the
following rule of thumb: DF should be lower or equal
to OS.

In the complex−bandpass structure, the three following
stages are performed when analyzing channel k. At first, the
input signal is filtered by hk (n). Then, the obtained
complex−bandpass signal is decimated by factor R. Finally,
its spectrum is shifted to the origin, using a
complex−modulation.
Hence,
this
time,
the
complex−modulation by exp(−jwk n) is applied to the
individual channels, after decimation. At synthesis, the
opposite steps are performed, as shown on Figure 11: the
channel is first shifted back to its original frequency
position, then interpolation is applied, producing images,
and finally, those images are filtered out using the synthesis
filter fk (n). After performing those steps for every channel,
the re−synthesized signal is obtained, adding all N
components. Using examples, the Annex 2 of this document
illustrates the whole analysis and synthesis process of the
complex−modulated filterbank, considered in the
complex−bandpass structure. Again, the spectra are shown
at each step, allowing to better understand what happens to
the signal going through the filterbank.
The complex−bandpass structure is equivalent to the
original complex−modulation scheme, and the influence of
the involved parameters is the same. However, the
operations sequence is more advantageous compared to the
original complex−modulation scheme. Sometimes, the last
analysis step and the first synthesis step (the opposite
complex−modulations) can be avoided. Effectively, those
complex−modulations only have influence on the phase of
the signal (details are available in the section dedicated to
overlap−add configurations). As a consequence, if the
process to be performed in the frequency domain only
concerns the amplitude, it is no use to perform those two
opposite complex−modulations.
Finally, just like in the tree−structured filterbank, for each
channel k, the analyzed signal Xk (m) can be interpreted as a
decimated time−domain sequence (complex), m being the
sample index. Alternatively, whenever only one sample is
obtained at a time in each channel k, Xk (m) becomes the
N−point spectrum for the mth block of input signal. The dual
interpretation can be illustrated, looking at matrix Xk (m),
where each line represents the time−domain signal in
channel k, while each column represents the spectrum for
block m:

Complex−Bandpass Interpretation

In the structures shown above, at the beginning of the
analysis, the fullband spectrum was shifted by − wk , in order
to center the k−th channel at the origin of the frequency axis.
In this way, the same unique low−pass filter h(n) may be
used for all successive channels to be processed. Conversely,
in the complex−bandpass interpretation, the fullband
spectrum is not shifted. Instead, separate bandpass filters,
hk (n), are used to isolate the other k channels. As shown in
Figure 10, this filter is actually a frequency
shifted/modulated (multiplied by exp(jwk n)) version of the
low−pass prototype filter h(n). Because of the
complex−modulation applied on its impulse response, the
bandpass filters hk (n) have complex coefficients.

Xk(m) =

Successive channels k
(frequency domain)
k=0, ..., N−1

Successive blocks m
(time domain)

Figure 9. Dual Time and Frequency Interpretation of the Channel Signals Xk(m)
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FFT’s and DFT filterbanks such the WOLA, can easily
occur, because the FFT is used as the final step of the
filterbank analysis, providing complex−conjugate samples
as filterbank output, just like an FFT applied to N input
samples. However, and this is the most important message
of this tutorial, the WOLA filterbank is not an FFT. The
WOLA is an efficient implementation of a
complex−modulation
filterbank,
based
on
its
complex−bandpass interpretation.
As mentioned before, in the WOLA, the filterbank
process is performed on a block−by−block basis, choosing
the input block size to be equal to the decimation factor R.
As a consequence, only one sample at a time is obtained in
each channel, and the filterbank process can also be
considered as a time−to−frequency transform, providing a
spectrum at each new block. As a main efficiency aspect,
and converse to the complex−modulation way of thinking,
the WOLA implementation processes all channels
simultaneously, sharing part of the calculation among the
channels. In Figures 12 and 13, the block diagrams of the
WOLA analysis and synthesis are shown and some
qualitative explanations are given below. Deriving the
complete equations of the WOLA implementation is out of
scope for this tutorial, and understanding the mathematical
steps ([Cro83]) leading to the WOLA structures of
Figures 12 and 13 is not necessary. In this text, the reader is
simply invited to consider the WOLA as a fast and efficient
realization of the complex−modulation filterbank, thinking
about the parameters (N, La, Ls, R, or OS), as stated in that
scheme.

Practically, in all usual implementations like the one
described in the next section, the length of the time−domain
input block is always chosen in a way to obtain only one
sample at a time in each frequency channel. This reduces the
blocking delay to the minimum. Therefore, the length of
each successive input block is R, the decimation factor.
Weighted−Overlap−Add Implementation: the WOLA

Two methods are described in the literature, for efficiently
implementing complex−modulation filterbanks. The first
one uses polyphase structures. This method is particularly
appropriate in critically−sampled cases. However, its use
becomes more difficult in situations where the oversampling
ratio should be fully flexible. In such a case, a second
method,
the
weighted
overlap−add
(WOLA)
implementation is recommended. For both techniques,
some part of the processing required during analysis can be
expressed in terms of an N−point discrete fourier transform
(DFT). Then, implementing the DFT using an FFT
accelerates the calculation in this part of the processing. The
same situation occurs in the synthesis process where a
portion of the calculation may be expressed in terms of an
inverse discrete fourier transform (IDFT). For that reason,
such filterbanks are sometimes called DFT filterbanks.
However, it is important to realize that such DFT filterbanks
are really complex−modulation filterbanks, with all their
flexibility. No comparison stands with a simple N−point
FFT, in which the frequency resolution is directly linked to
the time−domain input window. Using a DFT filterbank like
the WOLA, time and frequency resolutions can be selected
independently. Confusions between using simple N−point

Figure 10. Complex−modulation Filterbank: Analysis Steps for one Particular Channel k
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Figure 11. Complex−Modulation Filterbank: Synthesis Steps for one Particular Channel k

Figure 12. WOLA Filterbank: Block Diagram for Analysis
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Figure 13. WOLA Filterbank: Block Diagram for Synthesis

centered at wk =2p(k+0.5)/N, which is sometimes preferred.
Figure 14 shows the respective band positions for both
modes.

As an additional parameter, the WOLA implementation
allows for two different channel stacking modes: the usual
even stacking mode with channels centered at wk = 2pk/N
(k=0,...,N−1) and the odd−stacking mode, with channels

Even Stacking:
N/2+1 bands, with a
DC and a Nyquist
band having half
bandwidths

Odd Stacking:
N/2 bands, uni
formly distributed
between 0 and fs/2

Figure 14. Even and Odd Stacking Modes in the WOLA Filterbank: Example for 16 Bands, fs = 16 kHz
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processing mode is also provided which provides N bands
when the input is complex (stereo).
• WOLA Analysis: Filterbank analysis applied to every
new block of R input audio samples, providing one

In the WOLA analysis scheme, the filters are applied as a
windowing (W is the prototype filter h(n) in Figures 12
and 13 above), weighting the successive input blocks. Then,
a time−folding operation is performed in order to get only
one block of length N, and to be able to calculate its FFT.
Finally, the complex−modulation (Step 3 in the
complex−bandpass structure of Figure 10) is performed
before the FFT, as a time−domain circular shift. More details
about the interpretation of this circular shift are discussed in
a later section. The synthesis steps correspond to the
reciprocal process (inverse FFT, opposite circular shift,
block replication, synthesis windowing, and overlap−add).
A few additional processing steps are required for the odd
stacking mode (sign sequencer).
In ON Semiconductor’s WOLA hardware realization,
some constraints are imposed to the filterbank parameters.
The filter length L, input block size R, and number of
channels N have to be powers of two. Furthermore, their
maximum is 256. Minima values are 32 for the filter lengths,
while the input block size can be as low as 2. DF also has to
be a power of 2. Practically, the number of channels N
should always be higher than R, and equal or lower than the
filter lengths. The most usual filterbank configurations are
available as pre−programmed “microcodes”, and included
in ON Semiconductor’s evaluation and development kit.
Other configurations can be designed and provided to
customers for individual needs. In some cases, special
microcodes can be provided to customers for configurations
going beyond the parameter limits (using for example N =
512). Contacting ON Semiconductor’s support is
recommended when there are needs for special
configurations.
In ON Semiconductor’s DSP solutions, the WOLA
filterbank co−processor is habitually used in the following
scheme. It should be noted that the hardware only provides
the bands, (N/2 values in odd stacking, respectively N/2+1
in even stacking), while the complex−conjugated channels
are ignored because real input signal is assumed. A

Sample Xk (m) in every band k.

• WOLA Gain Application: Multiplication of the Xk(m)
by real or complex gains G(k).

• WOLA Synthesis: Reconstruction of a processed audio

signal.
In terms of number of samples, the algorithmic delay in
the filterbank could be expected to be La/2 + Ls/2,
corresponding to both filters delay. Then, the total group
delay, involving also the block buffering delays at both
analysis and synthesis would be La/2 + Ls/2 + 2R. However,
let’s have a closer look to this delay calculation thinking
about it in terms of a particular sample being processed. This
sample is first buffered in the input block (FIFO), waiting for
R samples. Then it enters the filtering process, going out of
it La/2 samples later because of the analysis filter delay. This
makes already a delay of R + La/2 samples. And now, there
is a trick: what happens? Immediately after analysis, within
the same block or processing loop, this sample enters the
synthesis filtering operation, which is started immediately
after the analysis. This is like a “going back in time”
operation by R samples. As a consequence, one block of R
samples will be spared when counting the total amount of
delay. Our sample will then come out of the synthesis Ls/2
samples later, that is with a delay of (R + La/2) – R + Ls/2
in respect to the time it entered the input FIFO. As a last step,
the sample will still have to wait R samples in the output
buffer (FIFO), and the total delay finally reaches La/2 + Ls/2
+ R samples. This process is illustrated in . As a conclusion,
the algorithmic delay (which can be observed in Matlab) is
La/2 + Ls/2 – R, and the total group delay, including the
blocking operations is (La/2 + Ls/2 – R) + 2R = La/2 + Ls/2
+ R.
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Buffering of the
most recent
input block in
FIFO.
Delay = R

Analysis filter
processing duration
(algorithmic delay)
Delay = La/2 = 4R

ÉÉÉ
ÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉ
R

Going back in time by R
samples !

ÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉ
ÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉÉ
ÉÉ
ÉÉÉ
Synthesis filter
processing duration
(algorithmic delay)
Delay = Ls/2 = 4R

R

Time

Buffering of the
most recent output
block in FIFO.
Delay = R

Figure 15. Calculation of the Group Delay, for a Configuration where R = La/8 = Ls/8

As a final observation, it should be noted that the WOLA
is a uniform filterbank. Non−uniform filterbank structures
cannot be realized directly, using such an efficient
complex−modulation structure. However, depending on
delay and complexity constraints, N can be increased, in
order to reach the finest required frequency resolution in the
non−uniform filterbank (generally in the lower part of the
spectrum). Then, the higher frequency bands can be grouped
together appropriately, saving processing. In such cases, the
counterpart is of course the delay, which is increased
because of the higher number of bands. Effectively,
generating a higher number of bands needs longer filters for
reducing the aliasing. Only the narrowest frequency band
required fundamentally determines time delay through a
filterbank. It makes no difference to the filterbank delay
whether a non−uniform filterbank is realized directly or is
realized by grouping bands together from a highly efficient
uniform filterbank.

zero−axis every N−th samples, starting from the main
lobe:
h inf(n) + sinc(nù c|p) + sinc(nńN)

• Truncation of the sinc function, in order to get a

finite−duration impulse response of length La (for the
analysis filter).
h trunc(n) + sinc(nù c|p)
for n in [−La/2 → La/2−1]

h trunc(n) + 0
otherwise

• Time−shifting of the truncated response by La/2

samples, in order to get causal behavior (introduces a
delay equal to La/2).
h o(n) + sinc((n−Lań2)ù cńp),
for n in [0 → La−1]

Prototype Filter Design

h 0(n) + 0

Both analysis and synthesis low−pass prototype filters
should be designed carefully for appropriate aliasing and
imaging rejection. Using the WOLA realization, only FIR
filters can be used because the impulse responses must have
finite durations as required in the time−folding operation.
The FIR filters can be designed with any usual method. For
better understanding, this section deals with considerations
about filter design aspects, considering the window design
method for linear−phase FIR filters. In the window design
method, the following steps are performed, while designing
a low−pass filter prototype for the filterbank:
• Design of an ideal rectangular low−pass characteristic
in the frequency domain, with cut−off frequency at wc
= wD /2 = p/N.
• Calculation of the corresponding impulse response,
which is a sinc function (infinite length), crossing the

otherwise

• Windowing of the truncated impulse response (sinc), in

order to reduce Gibbs Phenomenon, and get some
specified frequency response characteristics (passband
and stopband ripples, transition bandwidth). Noting this
window wo (n), the final impulse response is:
h(n) + w o(n) h o(n)
for n in [−La/2 → La/2−1]

Hence, in such a design, the filter impulse response is built
by multiplying the sinc function ho (n) with a window wo (n).
This is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Design of a Filter Impulse Response for La = 256 and N = 32 (the Cut−Off Frequency of the Prototype
Filter is Therefore p/32, Which Sets the Shape of the sinc) wo(n) is the Brennan Window

participate to the filtering. As a consequence, in a generic
approach, they should not be interpreted as the windowing
operations performed prior to an FFT (for preventing block
limit effects), even if both interpretations would match in
some particular configurations (more details later). Once
again, this window W is the filter impulse response, that is
the product of the sinc with the window used in filter design.

The sinc function holds information about the cut−off
frequency, while the window controls the transition
bandwidth as well as the passband and stopband behavior.
After setting a cut−off frequency, the window totally drives
the way the aliasing is produced. As a consequence its choice
is crucial, and the reader is referred to the dedicated
filterbank literature for more details [Cro83, Vai93]. Many
types of windows are available (Hamming, Blackmann,
Kaiser, ...), each one having specific characteristics and
advantages. In order to facilitate this window design,
ON Semiconductor has extensively studied the problem in
the filterbank framework and provides default windows or
filters, which are appropriate in most configurations. As a
consequence, using those proposed filters is highly
recommended, while customization is always possible. The
default filters are always used by the microcodes. When
necessary, a customized filter can be written in the
appropriate DSP memory location, for use by the WOLA.
Then it replaces the default window.
As an important terminology issue, it must be clear that
the WOLA windowing process, as illustrated in both
Figures 12 and 13 actually involves the impulse response of
the filterbank analysis and synthesis filters, h(n) and f(n)
respectively, and not just the windows wo (n) used in the filter
design. As a consequence, W is h(n) or f(n) in those figures.
Because of the particular WOLA structure, the filtering
operations are not performed as convolutions, but appear as
simple multiplications of the time−domain audio samples
with the impulse response. In fact, considered together with
the other WOLA blocks, those windowing operations really

The Brennan Window

The algorithmic delay coming from the filterbank
depends on both analysis and synthesis filter lengths. As a
consequence, it is interesting to try and reduce those lengths,
provided the amount of aliasing does not increase
significantly. Because of the complex−modulation
filterbank properties, it is often possible to choose a
synthesis filter, which has a shorter length compared to the
analysis filter. When the oversampling ratio is high enough,
such a solution has reduced impact on aliasing. As a
consequence, using parameter DF, the synthesis filter could
be a decimated version of the analysis filter, which
additionally allows storing only one set of filter coefficients
in DSP memory.
The Brennan window is the default window wo (n)
proposed by ON Semiconductor to build the filters h(n) and
f(n), multiplying the sinc expression, as presented above.
Like the Hamming window, the Brennan one is issued from
the general cosine function framework a – b cos(2p n / La),
setting a = 0.61, and b = 0.39:
Brennan(n) + 0.61 * 0.39 * cos(2pnńLa)
for n in [0 ³ La−1]
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La = 128, DF = 4, and N = 32 channels. One can observe that
the synthesis filter is four times shorter than the analysis
filter. As a consequence, in the frequency domain, the
frequency response of the synthesis filter is expected to be
four times expanded compared to the analysis filter one,
which can be seen on the second plot of Figure 17, as well
as the location of the channel cut−off frequency wc = p/N. At
the cut−off frequency, the analysis filter frequency response
has a value of 0.5, which corresponds to an attenuation by
6 dB. On the opposite, the synthesis filter value is nearly 1.
As a result, when performing an analysis, followed by a
synthesis, the global attenuation at the cut−off frequency,
caused by one particular band is approximately 0.5 * 1 = 0.5,
as expressed in the third plot of Figure 17. Finally,
considering that the same attenuation amount is generated
by the subsequent band at the cut−off frequency, the original
level (that is 1) is restored when adding both channels
(which is done at Step 4 in filterbank synthesis). Of course,
some ripples are present, notably because the synthesis filter
is not exactly 1 at the cut−off frequency.

This window is always used as the default in the
microcodes, except if N=La=Ls, which is a special kind of
configuration called overlap−add, discussed in more details
later. The Brennan window was designed for all situations
in which DF is higher than 1. Despite of that, it is important
to note that in the hardware, this window is also used when
DF = 1 (provided that the configuration is not an
overlap−add one). However, in such cases, better filters
could improve the frequency response in the passband.
Explanations about the design of such filters are given
below, as well as in Chapter 3 (Configuration 8). Let’s have
a look to the frequency response of the filters, when the
analysis and synthesis impulse responses are generated with
the Brennan window. Respectively:
h(n) + Brennan(n) sinc((n−Lań2)ù cńp)
for n in [0 ³ La−1]
f (n) + h(DF n)
for n in [0 ³ Lsa−1]

Those impulse responses are shown in the first plot of
Figure 17, assuming a filterbank configuration including

Figure 17. Impulse Responses (first plot) and Frequency Responses (Second Plot) of Both Analysis and
Synthesis Filters, in the Case La = 128, Ls = La/DF = 32, N = 32
The third plot shows the product of both frequency responses.
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0.5, at frequency wc. During synthesis, when adding
consecutive bands together (Step 4 in Figure 7), the result
now sums at 0.5 instead of 1. This means that huge ripples
will be produced, reaching –6 dB at the cut−off frequency.
As a consequence, our filters are not anymore appropriate.
When DF = 1, filters with a frequency response value close
to the square root of 2 (0.707) at frequency wc should be
used, as the one illustrated in Figure 20. ON Semiconductor
does not propose such filters as default when DF = 1, but
they can be obtained contacting the support team. An
example of design for such filters will be discussed in the
next section, compromising the amount of ripples in the
passband with the filter sharpness (Configuration 8).

Let’s now change the configuration, decreasing DF to 2
(Figure 18) In such a case, the synthesis filter frequency
response is sharper, but its value at the cut−off frequency is
still close to 1 as can be observed looking at the second plot.
As a result, the global analysis–plus−synthesis response is
again equal to 1, even if more ripples can be expected,
compared to DF=4.
As a final experiment, let’s keep the synthesis filter
identical to the analysis one, setting DF = 1. In this case, it
appears on Figure 19, that the frequency response of f(n) is
not anymore equal to 1 at the cut−off frequency. As a
consequence, when performing the analysis followed by the
synthesis, the product of both responses is 0.25 instead of

Figure 18. Impulse Responses (First Plot) and Frequency Responses (Second Plot) of Analysis and Synthesis
Filters, in the Case La = 128, Ls = La/DF = 64, N = 32
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Figure 19. Impulse Responses (First Plot) and Frequency Responses (Second Plot) of Both Analysis and
Synthesis Filters, in the Case La = 128, Ls = La, N = 32

Figure 20. Impulse Responses (First Plot) and Frequency Responses (Second Plot) of both Analysis and
Synthesis Filters, in the Case La = 128, Ls = La, N = 32
The third plot shows the product of both frequency responses. In this plot, another filter is used, having frequency response equal to
0.707 at the cut−off frequency
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Overlap−Add Configurations

are square−rooted Hann windows. If a synthesis is
immediately performed after the analysis, without any
processing in between, then the passband ripples are totally
suppressed. However, as a counterpart, it can be observed on
the last plot of Figure 21, that the frequency response of one
band is enlarged compared to previous figures. Effectively,
the frequency response of the prototype low−pass filter has
still not reached 0 at frequency 2wc , which corresponds to
the center of the adjacent band (at the very right end of the
plot). As a consequence, in a general way, aliasing properties
can be expected to be worse in overlap−add configurations.
It should also be noted that with the sinusoid lobe impulse
responses, the product of the analysis and synthesis
frequency responses overpass 0.5 at the cut−off frequency.
As a consequence, when summing adjacent bands, the
amount exceeds 1. Despite of that, no ripples are produced.
In effect, at the center of the band, the same amount is
reached after summation, because of the non−zero
components coming from both adjacent channels. The
output signal level is scaled up.
Finally, let’s mention that applying the usual window
filter design is not really appropriate in the overlap−add
configurations. When N = La or Ls, it could be verified that
the sinc expression ho (n) is truncated in a much too rough
way. This situation expresses the fact that the filter length is
too short in respect to the number of bands.

When the number of channels N is selected to be equal to
the filter lengths La (the synthesis filter has generally the
same length Ls = La), the processing performed by the
filterbank is similar to a short−term discrete fourier
transform, (STDFT). In such cases, and if choosing the
appropriate filters, it happens that both filterbank and
STDFT interpretations are identical, as detailed in the next
chapter. As a reminder, in those STDFT structures, which
are often used in audio coding schemes, the overlapping
input blocks are first windowed, typically with a Hann
window. Then an FFT is performed. At synthesis, the
inverse FFT is calculated, and the output block is finally
reconstructed by multiplication with a rectangular window,
and “overlap−add” operation. Alternatively, the input
window could be the square root of a Hann window, a
half−sinusoid. If this same window is also used for
reconstruction, the square−root windows multiply together
producing an overall Hann window. In comparison to using
a Hann window only at analysis followed by a rectangular
window at synthesis, this has certain advantages for
minimizing distortion incurred during the gain−application
and synthesis steps.
When programming the WOLA co−processor on the
hardware, in all overlap−add configurations, the default
analysis and synthesis filters impulse responses h(n) and f(n)

Figure 21. Impulse Rsponses (First Plot) and Frequency Responses (Second Plot) of Both Analysis and
Synthesis Filters, in an Overlap−add Configuration with La = Ls = N = 128
The third plot shows the product of both frequency responses. In this plot, both impulse responses are sinusoid lobes.
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FILTERBANK DESIGN: PLAYING WITH THE
FILTERBANK PARAMETERS (USING THE WOLA
TOOLBOX)

consequently, DF = 1. It is important to remember that, as a
default on the hardware, both filters would be built using the
Brennan window, even though DF = 1. Selecting the even
stacking mode, the WOLA filterbank (analysis + gain
application + synthesis processes) would provide the
frequency responses shown on Figure 22, when a unit
impulse is presented at input. According to the even stacking
mode, one can notice the DC and Nyquist bands at both
extremities of the plots, with half bandwidths, compared to
all other bands. For ease of comparison, all the frequency
response plots are shown with vertical grids corresponding
to the band edges while the frequency axis covers the whole
range from 0 to fs/2 or p (noted Pi).
The figure actually shows two frequency responses
corresponding to different settings in the gains applied
between the analysis and the synthesis. In the first plot, all
gains are set to 0, except for band number 6. This choice
clearly shows the behavior of the filter at the transition
between subsequent bands. Furthermore, it depicts the
amount, shape and location of the imaging distortion
produced over the whole output spectrum by the processing
of this particular band. These images are actually
distortions, which would be superimposed to other channels,
if all gains were set to 1. Every channel produces similar
imaged components, (shifted in frequency), all
contributions are summed when all bands are preserved at
the output.
The second plot in the figure shows the frequency
response when all gains are equal to 1. In other words, it
shows the ripples produced in the passband, when no
frequency shaping is applied by the filterbank. This
representation is very useful for evaluating the quality of the
filter shape in the all−pass sense. In the particular
configuration, very large ripples are present in the passband.
The range of those ripples reaches 6 dB. As explained in the
previous chapter, this is because the default filters have been
used while DF = 1 (and N is different from the filter lengths).
According to Figure 18, such a combination causes the
signal to be divided by two at all band transitions, which
corresponds to a 6 dB energy loss. A better filter would have
to be designed, if this configuration was to be kept. An
example of such a filter design will be shown later.

After going through theoretical aspects in the previous
chapter, this section deals with more practical
considerations, in the goal of designing specific filterbanks.
The WOLA toolbox for MATLAB is used as a tool to play
with the different parameters, observing their effects on the
filterbank characteristics. Interpretations of the observed
behaviors are given, in respect to the principles described
above. The goal of this chapter is for the reader to start
“feeling” the filterbank, and then be able to select an
appropriate configuration for his application. All listed
examples were selected for didactical purpose only. They
are not to be considered as models or “best solutions”,
because the ensemble of appropriate configurations is
generally wide, and judging the quality of a configuration
always depends on the particular constraints of the
application. Most of the following examples are built with
the hearing−aid industry contraints in mind. The sampling
frequency is always assumed to be 16 kHz, as it is generally
in this context. Particular topics are discussed in more
details, like overlap−add configurations or special filter
design for DF = 1. At the end of the chapter, solutions to
perform isolated FFTs are described.
Typical Hearing−aid Configurations (16 bands)
Configuration 1

Let’s start this section with a first example of filterbank
design, where the number of bands is specified to 16, which
sets N = 32 channels. Such a choice is often encountered in
hearing−aid applications. Then, in order to chose the block
size R, one may think about the following compromise: a
longer block R allows for more algorithm operations in the
block because of more processing cycles available at fixed
DSP clock rate. Conversely, some algorithms need a fast
parameter update rate, requiring a short block. For now, let
us select R = 16. In the next step, the filter lengths will be
addressed. Remembering that the longer the filter, the better
the audio quality, one may select the longest available filters
in the WOLA framework, that is La = Ls = 256. The
synthesis filter is the same length as the analysis filter and,
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Figure 22. Frequency Responses (Single Band−Pass and All−Pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 1)
This configuration shows a bad ripples behavior (6 dB ripples) because using the default filter when DF = 1.
The aliasing level is lower than 60 dB, which is good however, the delay is too large.

Configuration 2

Apart from this filter design issue, looking at first plot, the
amount of imaging is observed to stay below −60 dB, which
is very good. Furthermore, the transition of the filter is very
sharp. Those are very good properties. However, a major
problem could appear (especially in hearing aid
applications), when considering the group delay, which is
17 ms (assuming 16 kHz sampling frequency). This is much
too high in the hearing−aid industry.

In hearing aids, the delay is generally to be kept lower than
10 ms. Consequently, the delay in our configuration should
be largely decreased. As the delay (in terms of number of
samples) is calculated according to the expression La/2 +
Ls/2 + R, decreasing La, Ls or R should be considered. In
order not to compromise quality by reducing filter lengths,
let’s see at first what happens when setting R to 8 instead of
16. Figure 23 shows the behavior with those new settings.
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Figure 23. Frequency Responses (Single Band−Pass and All−Pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 2)
This configuration still shows a bad ripples behavior (6 dB ripples) because using the default filter when DF = 1. The aliasing is reduced
compared to the previous figure, because the oversampling factor is higher. Delay is still very large.

Talking a while about processing cycles, one must be
aware that a configuration like the present one, using long
filters, and having a relatively short block size R, represents
a lot of calculation in the coprocessor. As long as the number
of cycles do not overpass the total number of processing
cycles available during one block (which depends on the
selected DSP clock frequency), this may not be a concern,
provided that the processors (WOLA and RCore) are used
in parallel according to the “one−frame−delay” scheme
(described in ON Semiconductor’s literature). However,
one should be aware that the DSP consumption will be
higher.

The delay is not much shorter. Actually, in the particular
configuration, reducing the block size R had only a slight
effect because R is very small compared to the filter lengths.
Looking at the plots, it can be observed that the ripples are
still high, which is normal since DF is still one, and the filter
was not changed. In first plot, however, an interesting event
happened: the largest aliasing components, which were also
the closest to the band of interest disappeared. The level of
imaging is now lower than −70 dB. What is the reason for
this? Let’s remember that the block size R in the WOLA
scheme also represents the decimation in the filterbank.
Considering again Figure 7 or Figure 11, one observes that
when the decimation R is reduced, the images produced by
the interpolation process in the synthesis are positioned
farther away, one from the other. The number of those
images is reduced and the distance between them, 2p/R is
now equal to p/4 instead of p/8 in Figure 22. This is a good
point, which can also be expressed in terms of the
oversampling OS = N/R, equal to four instead of two
previously. Actually, the oversampling factor, OS, expresses
the distance between the interpolation images in number of
bands (number of times 2p/N). As a practical rule of thumb,
it often turns out that selecting an oversampling factor equal
to four is a good choice.

Configuration 3

The second configuration discussed above still suffers
from a too large delay, and this must be improved, reducing
the filter lengths. Thinking of the above observations about
interpolation images, one realizes that, as the distance
between those images is now two times larger, a filter with
smoother transition slope (that is a shorter filter) could be
used at synthesis. This should not increase the aliasing in a
critical way, and the delay would be reduced. In this optic,
let’s see what happens changing DF to 2:
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Figure 24. Frequency Responses (Single Band−Pass and All−Pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 3)
This configuration has better ripple behavior, lower delay and still good aliasing properties.

significant noise components. However, looking at the same
plot (the upper plot of Figure 24), while extending the
vertical scale towards lower levels (Figure 25), it becomes
obvious that aliasing and imaging are actually present
everywhere.
The aliasing from analysis is particularly present near the
band of interest, while the synthesis imaging level is
evidently higher at the position where the images are
located. During synthesis, the remaining amount of aliasing
produced at analysis is actually imaged to other locations in
frequency, and the final aliasing distribution is quite
complex. Fortunately, this imaging of the aliasing distortion
is an extremely small effect since both analysis and synthesis
filters act to reject it and it may be neglected.
Changing the mode to odd stacking (Figure 26), one can
observe that aliasing and imaging becomes differently
distributed. This is because the respective imaging
components produced at reconstruction of the particular
channel and of its complex−conjugate have now different
relative positions. This results in slightly different
distortions properties, which are sometimes preferred.

Looking first at the second plot, it is observed that the
default filter built with the help of the Brennan window is
now well adapted: the dynamic range of the ripples has
decreased to values lower than 0.2 decibels. Then, in the first
plot, one notices that imaging is more present than before,
although still contained to an acceptable level. Actually, part
of the aliasing generated at analysis has now an increased
level, even though the analysis filter has not changed. This
is partially caused by the reduced sharpness of the synthesis
filter, which previously better helped removing those
components. It must be understood there, that the synthesis
filter, while mainly used to remove the images produced at
synthesis, also performs a second filtering pass on the
remaining aliasing components produced at analysis. The
influence of the shorter synthesis filter can be observed both
at the transition of the band of interest (slopes are reduced)
and by the presence of higher/new aliasing components, for
example on the left of the band, at the position previously
occupied by the first interpolation image.
For illustration purposes, the vertical axis range of the
figures are usually set in a way to show the frequency
responses level between 0 dB and –80 dB, displaying only
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Figure 25. Frequency Response (Single Band−Pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
Aliasing is everywhere, but images produced at synthesis are dominant.

Figure 26. Frequency Response (single band−pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration, Which is the Same as
Above, Except that Odd Stacking is Selected
Aliasing and imaging distribution is different.
As a conclusion, this third configuration allowed to importantly decrease the delay, while preserving aliasing components below –60 dB,
which is still very good. Unfortunately, our 10 ms goal for the delay is still not reached.
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Configuration 4

unfortunately not low enough. Figure 27 illustrates the
associated
frequency
responses.
No
particular
modifications appear in ripples level, while aliasing is still
acceptable, even though it gets closer to –50 dB.

In this fourth example, the synthesis filter length is
furthermore reduced to Ls = 256/4 = 64, setting DF = 4.
Instead of 12.5 ms, the delay gets now to 10.5 ms, which is

Figure 27. Frequency Responses (Single Band−Pass and All−Pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 4)
This configuration still shows acceptable aliasing properties, but delay still overpass 10 ms.

Configuration 5

purposes of reducing delay) for example by a factor of two,
while leaving the synthesis filter length unchanged. Since
the synthesis filter is obtained by decimation of the analysis
filter, one is tempted to simply divide La by 2, and divide DF
by 2 as well. This is just what was done in the example above.
One should beware: while the synthesis filter is effectively
the same length as before, its shape and properties are no
longer the same. Effectively, thinking about the way the
analysis filter is built from the sinc function (see section
about prototype filter design), it happens that a synthesis
filter obtained by decimation (factor 4) of a 256 coefficients
analysis filter is not the same as a synthesis filter obtained by
decimation (factor 2) of a 128 coefficients analysis filter.
In fact, for the same number of channels N, the impulse
response of the 256 coefficients analysis filter has twice as
many zero−crossings as the impulse response of the 128
coefficients analysis filter. Then, because of decimation, this
becomes also true for the synthesis filter produced from the
first analysis filter (256 coefficients), compared to the
synthesis filter produced from the second analysis filter (128
coefficients). Both have same lengths (64 coefficients in this
example), but the second one has less zero−crossings. In
fact, the main lobe of its impulse response is wider, which
causes its frequency response to be narrower.

Furthermore increasing DF to 8 would not be a good way
to lower the delay, as only 1 ms would be gained. In addition,
it would make the cut−off frequency of the prototype
low−pass synthesis filter reach eight times the cut−off
frequency of the analysis filter, that is 8wc = 8/N = 8p/32 =
p/4. This would cause the synthesis filter frequency
response equal to 0.5, at p/4 radians away from the center of
the band of interest. As the first image to be removed by the
synthesis filter is precisely centered at that position (OS
being 4, as discussed in Configuration 2), an unacceptable
imaging situation would occur. In general, for that reason,
selecting DF higher than OS is not possible.
Therefore, the only option left for reducing the delay is to
scale down the analysis filter length by 2, selecting La = 128.
In order to keep the same synthesis filter length as in the
previous configuration (Ls = 64), let’s set DF = 2 instead of
4. Figure 27 shows the associated frequency responses. As
a result, the delay is now 6.5 ms, while the amount of aliasing
is reduced compared to Configuration 4. It is effectively
back around –60 dB. This configuration appears very
interesting.
At that point, let’s emphasize what happens when one
wants to decrease the analysis filter length (typically for the
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Figure 28. Generation of the Synthesis Filter Prototype as a Decimated Version of the Analysis Prototype Filter

The above plots show the situation. The first synthesis
filter impulse response has length 64 and was generated
from the 256 coefficients analysis filter. The second one has

same length, but was generated from the 128 coefficients
analysis filter. In both cases, N was 32. In the second case,
the bandwidth of the filter is reduced by 2.

Figure 29. Frequency Responses (Single Band−Pass and All−Pass) for the Secified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 5)
This configuration finally reaches the aimed delay. The level of aliasing seems good, however, the transition area between bands is now
enlarged (reduced slopes), which may be a problem when very different gains are applied in one band and its adjacent one.
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Configuration 6

synthesis filter to 32, setting DF to 4 instead of 2 (which is
OK, as DF is still not higher than OS). Such an operation
does not affect the noise level too dramatically, as it stays
lower than –50 decibels.

The delay in the previous configuration was good.
However, there may exist situations in which it should even
be lower. As observed on Figure 30, a 5.5 ms could be
obtained, while reducing furthermore the length of the

Figure 30. Frequency Responses (Single Band−Pass and All−Pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 6) Which Furthermore Improves the delay to 5.5 ms
The level of aliasing is still acceptable.

Configuration 7

While this configuration is having great success in hearing
aids applications, one should notice that the slope of the
global frequency response in the transition areas between
bands is much smoother, when compared to Configuration
4 and previous. As a consequence, when applying frequency
shaping with sharp characteristics (big differences between
one gain value and the one associated to the adjacent band),
much more aliasing and imaging may be produced.
Sometimes, a smoothing of the gain set may be performed
in the frequency domain, prior to gain application. This
remark holds both for Configurations 5 and 6.

Whenever the above remark represents a problem, DF
could be set again to 1, featuring two filters of length 128.
In such a case (Figure 31), the aliasing behavior improves
incredibly, while the delay stays in the original amount
specified: 8.5 ms. The sharpness of the frequency response
is again good. However, as we used the default window,
ripples reaching 6 dB are again observed.
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Figure 31. Frequency Responses (single band−pass and all−pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 7)
This configuration features very good aliasing properties (lower than −60 dB). Unfortunately, passband ripples are huge again because
the default window was used.

Figure 32. Frequency Responses (Single Band−Pass and All−Pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 8)
This configuration features good aliasing properties (lower than −80 dB but smooth gains required). Passband ripples problems are
solved due to a specially−designed window
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The time has now come to tackle the ripples issue,
observed when DF = 1. As exposed in the previous chapter
and illustrated in Figure 19, the reason for those huge ripples
originates in the fact that the product of both analysis and
synthesis impulse responses equals to 0.25 at the cut−off
frequency wc instead of 0.5 in other configurations. As a
result when summing two adjacent bands during output
signal reconstruction, both components sum at 0.5 (−6 dB
energy loss) instead of summing at 1.
A solution consists of designing filters having frequency
responses values reaching 0.707 at the cut−off frequency. In
such a way, their product would equal 0.5, and the
reconstruction would sum at 1. In order to do that, looking
at the second plot in Figure 19, one could simply manage to
push the decay of the responses a little bit on the right, in
order for them to reach 0.707 at frequency wc. This would
correspond to a slight enlargement of the frequency
responses, compromising the aliasing properties, but
reasonably. In the time−domain, the impulse response of
those filters (first plot in Figure 19) would have to be
compressed, according to the time−frequency duality.
Considering that the impulse responses of the filters are
generated by multiplying a window and a sinc function
ho(n), both components could be affected to reduce the
largeness of the impulse response main lobe. Either another
window could be designed, or alternatively, keeping a fixed
window, the sinc function could be slightly modified. In the
present example, the second option is retained. Let’s
remember that the sinc expression is ho(n) =
sinc((n−La/2)/N), which is equal to zero at every multiple of
N samples (starting from the center of the main lobe at
n=La/2). Therefore, the largeness of the main lobe could be
reduced by slightly increasing N in the expression for ho(n).
As expected, this actually corresponds to a design for a
larger cut−off frequency (as wc = p/N).
Choosing wo(n) as the Hann window, such a method was
applied in our present configuration (where N = 32). The
default window hdef(n) was replaced by hnew(n), whose
shapes and frequency responses are compared in Figure 33,
as well as all their respective construction processes.

Figure 32 shows the performance of such a configuration.
The ripples are reduced a lot, while the aliasing behavior is
further improved. No more aliasing is present above –80 dB.
Such a configuration is a very satisfying solution, when
delay should be lower than 10 ms, while not as low as around
5 ms. Very few aliasing will be produced, provided that
smoothed enough frequency shaping schemes are used: the
filter slopes, while better than in Configurations 5 or 6, are
not so sharp (compare Figures 31 and 32).
Configuration 9

As a last example for 16 bands configurations, let’s
mention that when really low−delay are required, the filter
length can be further decreased. Setting La = 64 instead of
128 in Configuration 5, one can decrease the delay to 3.5 ms,
while keeping an acceptable amount of aliasing. The price
to pay is the very large band response, as shown on
Figure 34. However, taking great care about the frequency
gain shaping strategy (smoothness) ensures proper behavior.
If this is not possible, then DF could be set to 1, getting
sharper transitions, and 4.5 ms delay.
Refined Frequency Resolutions

This second set of configurations deals with improved
frequency resolution. Examples for 32, 64 or 128 bands are
discussed. Generally, getting to refined frequency resolution
while keeping the same amount of aliasing (same audio
quality) requires better filters, that is longer impulse
responses and longer delays. Of course, if the sampling
frequency can be increased, the delay can be kept
reasonable, at the price of more processing power and
consumption. It is a matter of compromise. The challenge is
to find the best compromise depending on particular
application constraints.
As this section is dedicated to a more extended range of
applications, which do not always assume Fs = 16 kHz, let’s
remember that the delay is function of the filter lengths, but
above all of the sampling frequency Fs:
Delay + (Lań2 ) Lsń2 ) R)ńFs

All mentioned delays will still be expressed for 16 kHz
rate, but one should be aware that an 8 kHz sampling rate
would double this value, as 32 kHz would make it half.

h def(n) + w o(n) h o(n) + Brennan(n) sinc((n−Lań2)ńN)
h new(n) + w o(n) h o(n) + Hann(n) sinc((n−Lań2)ń26.22)
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Figure 33. Construction of the New Filter, in Order to Reduce the Ripples in Configurations with DF = 1
The doted plot corresponds to the default filter. It can be observed that the frequency response of the new filter has value 0.707 at the
cut−off frequency, instead of 0.5. As a counterpart, its sharpness is decreased. As shown in the third plot, this corresponds to an impulse
response with compressed main lobe.
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Figure 34. Frequency Responses (Single Band−Pass and All−Pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 9)
This configuration is dedicated to very low delays, while keeping satisfying level of aliasing. The price to pay is the very large transition
area between bands, requiring highly smoothed gain shapes.

Configuration 10

Figure 35. Frequency Responses (Single Band−Pass and All−Pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 10)
The delay and level of aliasing are very satisfying. As a compromise, the transition area is large, preventing the use of very sharp gain
curves.
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bands situation, and could be a good solution depending on
the algorithm. Let’s see if improvements are possible,
however.

Starting from Configuration 6, which was satisfying
enough when N = 32, let’s modify N to 64, in order to get 32
bands. This is shown in Figure 35, which shows a very
satisfying level of aliasing, with an impressively low delay
(5.5 ms) for such a frequency resolution. However, the
compromise appears when considering the lack of filter
sharpness, which prevents gain shaping curves with
significant sharpness. This is maybe not as annoying as in 16

Configurations 11A and 11B

In order to sharpen the filter transition, let’s increase La to
256.

Figure 36. Frequency Responses (Single Band−Pass and All−Pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 11A)
This configuration has very good aliasing properties, while featuring 10.5 ms delay, which may be acceptable (if not, 9.5 ms can be
reached, changing DF to 8, see Figure 37). Such configurations, while very good at aliasing level, are very power consuming. This may
be a problem depending on the DSP clock.

authorized. As a consequence, let’s try and reduce this ratio,
setting R = 16.

This configuration is excellent considering aliasing
properties. Unfortunately, the delay has jumped to 10.5 ms.
This may be acceptable, taking account of the improved
frequency resolution which is now available compared to
previous 16−bands settings. If not, DF could be set to 8,
without large modifications of the aliasing properties
because the oversampling OS is presently 8 (this partly
explains the good aliasing behavior). With DF = 8, the delay
would therefore go down to 9.5 ms (assuming 16 kHz),
under the 10 ms barrier. This is shown on
(Configuration 11B)
Actually, the major problem of such configurations may
be related to their complexities, which are very high, looking
at the ratio La/R = 32. This is huge. Depending on the
selected DSP clock, those configurations may not be

Configuration 12

When setting R = 16, the oversampling OS falls down to
4 again. As a consequence, DF can maximally be 4. As
shown on Figure 38, the aliasing is still very good,
particularly considering sharp transitions. The delay has
increased again (to 11 ms at 16 kHz), which may again be
acceptable for certain applications.
Obviously, among the configurations discussed here, the
choice would depend on the application constraints:
Configurations 10 (very low−delay, smoothed gains shaping
curves), Configuration 11B (excellent aliasing properties
and satisfying delay but high complexity), or Configuration
12 (low aliasing, fair complexity, but higher delay).
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Figure 37. Frequency Responses (Single Band−Pass and All−Pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 11B)
Slightly reduced delay and complexity compared to configuration 11A. Similar aliasing.

Figure 38. Frequency Responses (Single Band−Pass and All−Pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 12)
Satisfying aliasing, higher delay. The complexity is reduced.
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Configuration 13

Let’s now further increase the frequency resolution to 64
bands, that is N = 128. Simply keeping other parameters
unchanged compared to Configuration 12 provides the
situation of Figure 39:

Figure 39. Frequency Responses (Single Band−Pass and All−Pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 13)
This configuration provides a good compromise for 64 bands.

(the ratio between La and N is only 2, while it was 4 in all
previous examples, except Configuration 9). As a result, the
synthesis filter must not be too short, because it is also
expected to participate to the elimination of aliasing
remaining after analysis. Therefore, setting DF to 16 in the
present situation would not provide good results. More
generally, DF should be increased with caution when the
number of bands is large.

This configuration is far from being bad. It is clear,
however, that the transition of the filters are getting
smoother, in relation to the narrower bandwidths of each
band. Consequently, as the filter lengths are limited to 256
in the hardware and cannot increase in proportion with the
number of bands, smoother gain shaping curves have to be
designed in the frequency domain. This is a general
observation, to be taken into account in the WOLA, when N
exceeds 64.
In the present configuration, if this delay (11 ms) is
considered as excessive, one could try and reduce either R,
La or Ls. Let’s try this as a next example.

Configuration 15

Following the usual way of thinking, in order to further
reduce the delay, we could as well decrease La to 128. Of
course, in order to keep the same synthesis filter length than
before, we should assign DF to 4 instead of 8. Such a
configuration would provide a 5.5 ms delay. Actually, for
better aliasing properties, further reducing DF to 2 is
interesting, while keeping the delay at 6.5 ms. The result is
shown in Figure 41. The reduced analysis filter length
makes the transition characteristics very poor in the
frequency response. Great care should be taken with the gain
settings. Furthermore, the imaging produced in one band is
spread over to whole spectrum at high levels.

Configuration 14

Assuming that the clock frequency allows for such an
intensive configuration, one could set R to 8, keep La at 256
for best quality, and set DF to 8, which seems to be allowed
as the oversampling factor OS is 128/8 = 16. Such a
configuration would certainly be satisfying, featuring
advanced frequency resolution, satisfying audio quality and
delay. This can be checked out in . Delay is 9.5 ms.
It is interesting to remark that in this configuration, the
analysis filter is not selective relative to the narrow bands
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Figure 40. Frequency Responses (single band−pass and all−pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 14) Lower delay, correct aliasing behavior. Complexity is very high.

Figure 41. Frequency Responses (Single Band−Pass and All−Pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 15)
Very low delay, but poor filter transitions. Aliasing is widely spread.

Overlap−Add Configurations

used. Actually, in most cases, both filters have the same
lengths, and R is equal to La/2, La/4 or La/8. In such
configurations, the filterbank process corresponds directly
to a STDFT. As mentioned in Chapter 2, another prototype
filter can then be used at both analysis and synthesis, which
is the sine lobe window or square root of Hann.
Alternatively, one could use the Hann window at analysis,
and a rectangular one at synthesis. In the hardware, as a

Overlap−add are a special kind of configurations
corresponding to N = La, and featuring particular aliasing
properties. Usually, in such configurations, the Brennan
window is not appropriate except if the synthesis filter is
shorter than the analysis one, assuming a small block size R
compared to La/2 (like in Configuration 15). However, in
such conditions, very smoothed gain settings should be
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also modest, at least when the overlap is not high. However,
one should be aware that such configurations are much more
sensitive to gain applications than usual filterbank
configurations. Gain shaping curves in the frequency should
have a good amount of smoothing. Overlap−add
configurations are really good choices in all types of
applications that do not perform major modifications to the
spectrum (like audio or speech coding, in which only
quantization is performed in the frequency domain).

default, the sine lobe is always used when N = La, even in
situations where Ls is shorter. It must be noted that the
hardware uses a “symmetric – periodic” format for the
default window. In such a format, the center of the symmetry
occurs at index La/2: w(La/2) = 1. Then, w(La/2−1) =
w(La/2+1), w(La/2−2) = w(La/2+2), ..., which leads to w(0)
= 0 and w(La−1) = w(1), which is different from 0. Using
such a window allows for perfect reconstruction, in the
absence of spectrum modification between analysis and
synthesis.
Overlap−add configurations are often a good compromise
in the SignaKlara architecture, when the required number of
bands is high (64 or 128). This is because the filter length La
cannot be four or eight times higher. The calculation load is

Configuration 16

Let’s have a look to a few overlap−add cases. In the first
one (Figure 42), 64 bands are used; while the delay is 10ms.
The overlap ratio is 3/4.

Figure 42. Frequency Responses (Single Band−Pass and All−Pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 16)
Such configurations are good compromises because of acceptable computational load, delay and aliasing, provided the gains applied in
the frequency domain are not too sharp.

Configuration 17

output when no gains are applied in the frequency domain,
as it is typical in speech coding or recognition.

In Configuration 17 (Figure 43), 128 bands are produced
with a delay of 24 ms. Aliasing is totally cancelled on the
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Figure 43. Frequency Responses (Single Band−Pass and All−Pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 17)
This configuration corresponds to the short−term fourier transform with 50% overlap.

Configuration 18

This configuration (Figure 44) shows an example with
reduced delay (13 ms). Computational load is much higher,
as a counterpart.

Figure 44. Frequency Responses (Single Band−Pass and All−Pass) for the Specified WOLA Configuration
(Configuration 18) Reduced Delay
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° k (m ) , m being the time−domain
time−domain signal X
sample index and k specifying the particular channel. As a
result a new time−domain signal is obtained, Xk (m). As
illustrated in the same figure, such a product in the
time−domain corresponds to a shift of the k−th channel
spectrum, in the frequency domain. This shift is performed
by the amount −wk R, and consequently, the channel is shifted
at the origin of the frequency axis (wk R was the original
position of the particular channel). It is to be noted that m is
the time−domain variable in the phasor exp(−jwk Rm), while
−wk R represents the frequency domain shift.
What about changing now the way one considers the
output of the analysis filterbank, thinking about it as a
frequency domain signal, Xk (m) obtained at block m for all
the channels indexed k? Then, both signals Xk (m) and
° k (m ) become spectra, and the product Xk (m) =
X
° k (m ) has now to be interpreted in the
exp(−jwk Rm) X
frequency domain. As a consequence, a new question can be
stated: what is the product of a frequency domain signal
° k (m ) with the phasor exp(−jwk Rm) ? According to the
X
time−frequency duality concepts of the signal processing
theory [Pro96], it appears this time, that such an operation
is a shift in the time−domain, more concretely, a shift by –Rm
samples modulo N. It should be noted that from this point of
view, wk now plays the role of the frequency−domain
variable. Both dual points of view are summarized in
Figure 45.

Studying Relations Between STDFT and WOLA
Overlap−add Configurations

Before leaving this section, let’s have a more detailed look
to the relation between the STDFT and the WOLA
filterbank approach, when using the latter in an overlap−add
configuration. As stated above, those both approaches are
the same. In reality, they are nearly the same. The following
lines try to explain why this “nearly”.
Let’s consider the particular case in the STDFT, when the
overlap is 50%: R = N/2. In order to implement the STDFT
with the WOLA, the filter lengths should be La = Ls = N,
choosing a Hann window at analysis and a rectangular
window at synthesis, for example. Then, considering
Figure 12 and 13, one can observe that the even stacking
mode of the WOLA processing effectively corresponds to
the STDFT. At analysis, the Hann window is applied first.
Then, the “time−folding” additions of sub−blocks are
by−passed as N = La. In the end, the FFT is performed.
Similar observations can be done at synthesis. However,
there is one difference: what about this circular shift,
performed just before the FFT at analysis, and just after it,
at synthesis?
The answer to that question requires us to come back to the
complex−bandpass interpretation of the filterbank, in
Figure 10 (for analysis), and understand what is this circular
shift. In this figure, Step 3 of the processing is a complex
° k (m ) with the term
multiplication of the channel signal X
exp(−jwk Rm). In the complex bandpass interpretation, this
complex multiplication is to be considered as applied to the

Figure 45. Comparison of Complex−modulation Operations in the Time and Frequency Domains

step, after the FFT), it performs it as a shift in the
time−domain, that is before the FFT block. Applying a
circular shift of the time−domain samples by –Rm modulo

The WOLA filterbank actually exploits this duality: it
considers the signal Xk (m) as a spectrum. Then, instead of
performing the complex−modulation Xk (m) = exp(−jk Rm)
° k (m ) as a product in the frequency domain (that is as a last
X
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performed when analyzing an input signal with an N−point
DFT. In an FFT,
• Analyzing band k=0 means trying to find a match
between the input signal and a sinusoid having period 0
samples (that is DC).
• Analyzing band k=1 means trying to find a match
between the input signal and a sinusoid having period N
samples, positioned at the center frequency w1 = 2p/N
of channel k=1.
• Analyzing band k=2 means trying to find a match
between the input signal and a sinusoid having period
N/2 samples, positioned at the center frequency w2 =
4p/N of channel k=2.
• ...
• Analyzing band k means trying to find a match between
the input signal and a sinusoid having period N/k
samples, positioned at the center frequency wk =
2pk/N.
As an example, let’s assume that the input signal to be
analyzed by the STDFT is precisely such a sine wave,
centered at frequency w1 = 2p/N (assuming k=1). This input
sinusoid has period N. The STDFT would perform the
block−by−block analysis in the following way, as illustrated
in .

N, in the input buffer of FFT is actually much more efficient
than performing a complex product, after the FFT.
As a consequence, the circular shift in the WOLA
corresponds to Step 3 in that is it shifts the channel spectrum
at the origin of the frequency axis. This operation is not
performed in the STDFT approach. One can then wonder
why such an operation in the WOLA approach? Let’s try and
further understand this operation, which actually concerns
only the phase of the spectrum, and not its amplitude,
making the spectrum of the channels to have slowly varying
phase. In the 50% overlap configuration, let’s have a look to
the influence of that operation, when considered as a circular
time−domain shift (a right shift !) in the input FFT buffer:
• In block m=0, the shift to apply is −Rm mod N = 0
samples
• In block m=1, the shift to apply is −Rm mod N = −R =
−N/2 samples
• In block m=2, the shift to apply is −Rm mod N = −2R mod
N = −N mod N = 0 samples
• In block m=3, the shift to apply is −Rm mod N = −3R mod
N = −3N/2 mod N = −N/2 samples
• ...
This means that the input buffer is alternatively either
untouched or its both halves are commuted. In order to
interpret what happens, let’s remember what is actually

Figure 46. STDFT Process: Analyzing an Input Sine Wave of Period N Samples
The analyzing sinusoid in band k=1 is illustrated in doted blue, while the input signal is in red. Both signals are not in phase, in odd
blocks.

One can observe, in block m =1, that the analyzing
sinusoid is not in phase with the input signal. Actually, this
is true every other odd blocks m. Consequently, the phase of
the spectrum will continuously jump between 0 and p, from

one block to the other. On the opposite, when the circular
shift is performed, like in the WOLA realization, then the
analyzing sinusoids are always in phase with the on−going
input sine, as illustrated in Figure 47.
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Figure 47. Overlap−add Process with the WOLA: Analyzing an Input Sine Wave of Period N Samples
The analyzing sinusoid in band k=1 is illustrated in doted blue, while the input signal is in red. Both signals are always in phase

Figure 48. On this figure, one can observe that the shifted
signal is always in phase with the analyzing sine waves.

Such a property is an interesting advantage in some
particular applications, for example in order to generate
tones with the WOLA, from the frequency domain.
Effectively, in such an application, the phase of the
synthesized tones has to stay coherent from one block to
another. This is the reason why this phase alignment is
included in the filterbank approach, appearing as well in the
WOLA overlap−add configurations. In such cases, the phase
of the frequency spectrum is slightly different than the
STDFT one. However, this is only a question of phase
interpretation. One just has to know which interpretation is
used, in order to apply the correct processing when
modifying the phase spectrum is required. There is actually
no “good way” or “bad way”. Both approaches are just
different ways, either of them being best appropriate in
different situations.
As a last observation, let’s mention that the shift depends
on the relation between R and N. For example, when overlap
is 50% (R = N/2), the shift is annealed in all even blocks m,
but also in all even indexed bands (k=0,2, 4, ...).
Furthermore, the behavior is more complex when the
overlap increases. The situation for R = N/4 is illustrated in

Performing FFTs with the WOLA Filterbank

Looking at the WOLA structures in Figure 12 and 13, one
can observe that it should be possible to perform an N−point
FFT, respectively IFFT, with the WOLA, as FFT or IFFT
blocks are included in the structures. In order to do that,
however, the WOLA should be configured in a special way,
having all other functional blocks (sign sequencement,
windowing, time−folding, shifts) to have no influence
during the chain process. In this goal, the following
configuration must be selected: N = R = La = Ls.
Furthermore, the even stacking mode should be selected,
and rectangular windows should be used at both analysis and
synthesis. Such configurations are not part of the microcode
set, but they can be provided on demand.
It is interesting to observe that the FFT and inverse FFT
process, performed in successive non−overlapping blocks
(R=N=La=Ls) do provide perfect reconstruction. However,
the frequency domain behavior is quite bad, as can be
observed on Figure 49, when N = 32. Applying frequency
shaping before IFFT would not be possible.
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Figure 48. WOLA Overlap−add Process: Illustration of the Shift Process When R=N/4, in the Case of an Input Sine
Wave of Period N
The input signal is in red, while the shifted signal is represented in patterned blue. The shifted signal is always in phase with the analyzing
sinusoid (not represented on the Figure).

Figure 49. Successive FFTs and IFFTs Processes, Using Non−overlapping Blocks (Rectangular Windows)
Perfect reconstruction is ensured in the time−domain. However, very high aliasing level is observed in the frequency domain, preventing
any gain application to be performed.
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Using Special Microcodes

ANNEX 1

Special WOLA configurations can sometimes be
designed and made available to customers. Special requests
should be addressed to ON Semiconductor’s support team
in order to discuss their feasibility. Only the most used
configurations are included in ON Semiconductor’s
evaluation and development kit.

According to Figures 6 and 7, this annex shows the
different signal spectra, at every step in the
complex−modulation filterbank (original interpretation).
The first set of plots shows the situation in one particular
channel, for an impulse input signal. The second set of plots
involves a white noise, while a narrow−band white noise is
used in the third and fourth sets. Finally, a sine wave is
shown on the last plots. In all cases, the same WOLA
configuration is used, and Channel 4 is illustrated. The filter
is the default Brennan one. The analysis steps are shown on
the left, starting on top. The synthesis steps appear on the
right, from the bottom. The scale of the different signals is
as in the WOLA filterbank process.
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Figure 50. Analysis and Synthesis Steps in the Complex−modulation Filterbank (Original Interpretation) Impulse
Signal
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Figure 51. Analysis and Synthesis Steps in the Complex−modulation Filterbank (Original Interpretation) White
Noise Signal
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Figure 52. Analysis and Synthesis Steps in the Complex−modulation Filterbank (Original Interpretation)
Narrow−band white noise signal in Channel 4
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Figure 53. Analysis and Synthesis Steps in the Complex−modulation Filterbank (Original Interpretation)
Narrow−band white noise signal C7003 Centered on the Transition Between Channels 4 and 5
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Figure 54. Analysis and Synthesis Steps in the Complex−modulation Filterbank (original interpretation) Sine
Wave
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fourth sets. Finally, a sine wave is shown on the last plots. In
all cases, the same WOLA configuration is used, and
Channel 4 is illustrated. The filter is the default Brennan one.
The analysis steps are shown on the left, starting on top. The
synthesis steps appear on the right, from the bottom. The
scale of the different signals is as in the WOLA filterbank
process.

According to Figures 10 and 11, this annex shows the
different signal spectra, at every step in the
complex−modulation filterbank. This time, the complex
bandpass interpretation is considered. The first set of plots
shows the situation in one particular channel, for an impulse
input signal. The second set of plots involves a white noise,
while a narrow−band white noise is used in the third and

Figure 55. Analysis and Synthesis Steps in the Complex−modulation Flterbank (Complex Bandpass
Interpretation) Impulse Signal
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Figure 56. Analysis and Synthesis Steps in the Complex−modulation Filterbank (Complex Bandpass
Interpretation) White Noise Signal
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Figure 57. Analysis and Synthesis Steps in the Complex−modulation Filterbank (Complex−Bandpass
Interpretation) Narrow−Band White Noise Signal in Channel 4.
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Figure 58. Analysis and Synthesis Steps in the Complex−modulation Filterbank (Complex−Bandpass
Interpretation) Narrow−Band White Noise Signal Centered on the Transition Between Channels 4 and 5.
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Figure 59. Analysis and Synthesis Steps in the Complex−modulation Filterbank (Complex−Bandpass
Interpretation) Sine Wave
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